Abstract. The standard approximation for the flow-pressure relationship in porous media is Darcy's law that was originally derived for infiltration of water in fine homogeneous sands. Ever since there have been numerous attempts to generalize it for handling more complex flows. Those include upscaling of standard continuum mechanics flow equations from the fine scale. In this work we present a heterogeneous multiscale method that utilizes fine scale information directly to solve problems for general single phase flow on the Darcy scale. On the coarse scale it only assumes mathematically justified conservation of mass on control volumes, that is, no phenomenological Darcy-type relationship for velocity is presumed. The fluid fluxes are instead provided by a fine scale Navier-Stokes mixed finite element solver. This work also considers several choices of quadrature for data estimation in the multiscale method and compares them. We prove that for an essentially linear regime, when the fine scale is governed by Stokes flow, our method converges to a rigorously derived homogenization solution-Darcy's law. Moreover the method gives the flexibility to solve problems with faster nonlinear flow regimes that is important in a number of applications, such as flows that may occur near wells and in fractured regions in subsurface. Those flows are also common for industrial and near surface porous media. The numerical examples presented in the paper verify the estimate and emphasize the importance of good data estimation.
2. Model problem. The focus of this paper is the interplay between pore scale and Darcy scale. In this section we introduce model equations and briefly review a relation between the scales that can be derived by homogenization.
Model equations.
On the pore scale the motion of fluids is governed by Navier-Stokes equations which for the incompressible case look as follows:
Here v ε is fluid velocity, p ε is the pressure associated with the fine scale (ε indicates the exact solution of the full fine scale problem), ρ is the constant fluid density, μ is viscosity, t is time and f is volumetric forces. These equations are valid in the pore volume inside the pore geometry the example of which is shown on Figure 1 and marked by β. Darker areas on Figure 1 , marked by σ, represent the solid impermeable grains; in those areas and on their boundary there is no flow or (2.2) v ε = 0.
It is convenient to picture porous media as being combined of the "cells" of size ε as on Figure 1 . The coarse scale flux density v (defined as integrated velocity) is assumed to fulfill the continuity equation
where f is a source/sink term. Furthermore, we assume a relationship between the coarse pressure and flux density of the form ( 
2.4) v( x) = F (∇p( x), x).
We note that this formulation includes the well-known linear relation between the flux and the pressure gradient referred to as Darcy's law,
where the resistivity coefficient K is called the permeability. However the expression for F is more general as it also includes the cases of nonlinear relationships such as the Dupuit-Forchheimer-Ergun law. Downloaded 02/24/17 to 129.177.169.228. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 2.2. Homogenization solution of the fine scale problem. Using homogenization theory, the Darcy relationship (2.5) can be rigorously derived from the fine scale equations (2.1) under the assumptions of scale separation and essential linearity. Consider a Navier-Stokes problem with scaling of the terms suitable for homogenization and numerical upscaling in porous media:
where Ω ε is the coarse domain Ω without the solid part. The parameter γ determines the strength of nonlinearity, smaller γ corresponds to larger nonlinearity. So, for γ = ∞ the equation is reduced to Stokes equation.
In [7, 
on ∂Ω, (2.7a)
7c)
where β is the porous part of the unit square domain where the fluid can flow, and σ is solid. β ∪σ forms the periodic unit cell scaled to a unit square; see Figure 1 . Scaling introduced in (2.6) results in K in (2.7) being the nondimentional permeability (see, e.g., [34] ). Theorem 2.2. For γ = 1 and ε → 0 there exists a homogenized solution for (2.6): ( x) in β × Ω, (2.8a)
where notation from Theorem 2.1 is used; in addition, y represents the fast periodic variable and v 0 and p 1 are auxiliary variables that for this truly nonlinear case cannot be decoupled.
In the next section we will introduce a numerical method that can handle cases without separation of scales and nonperiodic media. The above theorems will serve as a useful benchmark for this numerical scheme when the corresponding assumptions are satisfied. Downloaded 02/24/17 to 129.177.169.228. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 3. Method description. In this section we describe a method to compute the flux expression (2.4) by using multiscale techniques. The method is formulated in the framework of the HMM [19] to which we first give a brief introduction.
3.1. The HMM. An HMM for a two scale problem considers two sets of equations:
• coarse scale: F (U , D) = 0;
• fine scale: f (u, b) = 0. Here U and u are the functions that we are seeking the solution for, while D and b are data. Unknown quantities are marked as bold and, crucially, the coarse scale equation contains unknown data D. In the HMM framework the aim is to solve the coarse equation, and to obtain necessary information on D by solving localized fine scale problems. Thus together with the equations one should specify operators to transfer information between the two scales. This involves both constraints to formulate local fine scale problems based on the coarse state and data estimation to recover coarse scale data from the solution of the fine scale problem.
The HMM for flow in porous media.
To apply HMM to the problem outlined in section 2, discretization must be specified on both the coarse and the fine scale, as well as transfer operators between the scales.
Coarse scale discretization.
To preserve conservation of mass the coarse continuity equation is discretized by a control volume method. For convenience of proofs in this paper we choose a control volume finite element formulation, although the methodology can be applied to more general control volume methods. Thus the coarse problem can be formulated as the following. 
where n is the outward pointing normal and f is the function that represents the volumetric source density inside τ .
The operator F in terms of HMM is the data estimation operator.
To proceed to a numerical method we introduce a triangulation (with no loss of generality we describe the two-dimensional (2D) version of the algorithm); see Figure 2 . The pressure is represented by a linear function on each triangle, and it can thus be represented by its value in the vertexes. The control volume grid is the Voronoi diagram that is dual to the triangulation (marked by red on Figure 2 ). We require that (3.1) is satisfied for all triangles in the grid (replacing τ ). However instead of computing F (∇p, x) purely on the coarse scale by introducing, e.g., a Darcy relationship between the flux and the pressure gradient, the flux is estimated by solving a fine scale problem around a quadrature point on an edge of the triangle. To define this fine scale problem, we must first define a projection of the coarse pressure onto the fine scale.
3.2.2.
Transfer from coarse to fine scale problem. Since the coarse scale flux is driven by pressure differences, as indicated by the functional form F (∇p, x), the fine scale problem should be formulated to account for this pressure difference. A natural way of projecting the coarse pressure difference onto the fine scale is to adjust the fine scale boundary conditions. Consider a local crop of the coarse scale grid as Downloaded 02/24/17 to 129.177.169.228. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php shown on Figure 2 . We will describe how to set up the fine scale problem to estimate the flux between x l and x n . By assumption 2 in section 4.1, as our grid is aligned with the axes, flow over a coarse edge will only be driven by the pressure difference between the two adjacent cells. Therefore the fine scale boundary conditions can be defined based on only p l and p n . To form boundary conditions for a local problem of the type (2.1) we project pressure to the fine scale problem defined on β( x ln ) as it is shown on Figure 3 : Figure 3 ; β is the fine cell (see Definition 4.2); ∂β ξ (ξ ∈ l, n, t, b) are the corresponding parts of the external boundary of a fine cell; see Figure 1 (c).
3.2.3. Fine scale discretization. The pressure projection described above defines some of the boundary conditions needed to solve the fine scale Stokes problem. For desirable cases where we can identify a periodic cell, for the top and bottom boundary the pressure is set to be periodic.
1 Moreover, the velocity is set as periodic on both the top-bottom and the left-right boundaries. On the internal boundaries, no-flow conditions are assigned. As it is shown later those boundary conditions are consistent with homogenization results.
Since the typical time scale of a fine scale cell problem is much smaller than one of the coarse scale it is fair to assume that in (2.1b) ∂ v ε ∂t = 0. Taking into account this assumption the fine scale problem can be summarized as follows.
Problem 3.2. The fine scale cell problem takes the following form:
with the boundary conditions
p, v-periodic on the square elsewhere, (3.4f) following the notation from Figure 1(c) . Neglecting the term in the brackets in (3.4a) results in a linear problem that is analyzed in most of the paper.
In our HMM we will solve Problem 3.2 numerically. To this end we introduce a triangulation as illustrated on Figure 1 (c) and discretize the problem by Taylor-Hood elements using FEniCs [31] . The possibility of having different solvers on different scales is one of the key features of the HMM framework that is also utilized in the method described in our paper where mixed finite elements are used on the fine scale and control volumes are used for the coarse scale. For convenience the fine local problem is rescaled to a unit square domain β. This results in the full fine scale problem being scaled as (2.6).
Remark 3.3. The methodology described in this paper is not limited by the periodicity assumptions and can be applied on general representative elementary volumes with different boundary conditions, such as zero Dirichlet on top-bottom and Neumann on left-right. For the latter case on general geometries the proofs cannot be conducted and hence it is not described in more detail. The interested reader may find a discussion about effects of boundary conditions for similar upscaling problems in, e.g., [17] .
Computation of coarse scale flux.
The coarse flux density is computed by integrating the horizontal component of the velocity in the fine scale problem from top to bottom and dividing it by the cell size ε. Incompressibility of the fine scale problem allows us to perform this procedure in any cross section of the fine scale cell problem.
Remark 3.4. It is important to note that in practice, to save computational effort, one can perform computations in the call-by-need manner, meaning that for a given geometry we store previous computations and reuse these result in future. For the linear problem with periodic media this means that the total computational effort on the fine scale would be solving only one local problem, which is equivalent to the effort spent in traditional upscaling methods. 3.3. Location of quadrature points. The method described in section 3.2 is a straightforward generalization of the control volume finite element method (CVFEM) to the HMM framework. The straightforward quadrature approximation introduced in the description of the method in section 3.2.2 can be formally expressed as
where index q stands for quadrature approximation and F E indicates it mimics CVFEM behavior;
pn−p l |Z ln | is a finite element (FE) approximation to the gradient parallel component and p H is a notation for the finite element approximation of the pressure.
However, for media with high permeability contrasts that are roughly resolved by the control volumes (see Figure 4 ), CVFEM gives a poor approximation of the pressure drop, and thus the flux. The reason is that a linear pressure interpolation between cell centers cannot capture the discontinuity in the pressure gradient associated with the jump in the permeability. Therefore, the flux computed by the CVFEM-based HMM method will be highly dependent on the location of the quadrature point; see Figure 4 (a).
A control volume method commonly used to simulate porous media flow is the so-called two point flux approximation (TPFA) that is derived as a mass conservative finite difference method. In TPFA an auxiliary pressure is introduced at the interface between the control volumes, and using this TPFA will correctly compute an interface transmissivity equal to the harmonic mean. Thus for heterogeneous media, it is of interest to consider control volume HMM based on TPFA. To do so an auxiliary pressure variable is introduced at a point x ln on the interface between two control volumes; see Figure 4 (b). This splits the local problem between point x l and x n into two. We again assume pressure varies linearly between each two neighboring points and hence perform the same interpolation as in section 3.2 on both sides from x ln ; see As the problem is local the continuity equation implies that the flux between the two cells will be the same in all cross sections along Z ln . This means that for the linear problem the permeability computed in such a way will be equal to the harmonic mean and hence this choice of quadrature will mimic the TPFA. This can be more formally written in a way similar to (3.5), (3.6)
where indicates that this is a component parallel to the flow and the right-hand side is the harmonic mean. The TPFA-based approximation also introduced earlier in [8] differs significantly from older publications that consider control volume multiscale methods and only use a one point approximation, such as [6] . The error introduced by using different quadrature approximations is estimated in Remark 5.12. The practical applicability of choices of quadrature points is considered in the numerical experiments in section 7.2.
4.
Assumptions. In this paper we will limit ourselves to 2D problems. Moreover, in order to carry out proofs in this paper some assumptions to both the coarse and the fine problem should be introduced.
Fine scale assumptions.
1. On the fine scale it is assumed that porous geometry is known and periodic with period ε within large subdomains. 2. The pore structure is assumed to be aligned with the coarse grid, in the sense that flow normal to the coarse edges is only driven by the corresponding Downloaded 02/24/17 to 129.177.169.228. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php normal component of the coarse pressure gradient. For Darcy's law this means that the permeability tensor K in (2.5) is diagonal in the coordinate system of the grid (for Cartesian grids). 3. Furthermore we introduce some simplifications to (2.1b):
• There are no volumetric forces; f = 0.
• The velocities are small so that the nonlinear term v ε · ∇ v ε is negligible. In most of the paper we assume it is exactly zero. Remark 4.1. The simplifications concerning (2.1b) introduced in assumption 3 will be used in proofs in section 5. Section 6, however will weaken them and present the sketches of the proofs for weakly nonlinear fine scale problem and discuss applicability of the framework to fully nonlinear flow.
Coarse scale assumptions.
The convergence proof for the coarse pressure assumes that the solution p lies in the space
where Ω is the coarse domain of the problem. According to Cai, Mandel, and McCormick [12] sufficient requirements on the problem to possess property (4.1) are 1. the components of permeability tensor K ii are continuous; 2. the source term f ∈ L 2 (Ω); 3. the domain Ω is convex. Requirement 1 relies on the fine scale. In order to fulfill it we define the the flux function F (∇p, x) described in (2.4) to be a solution to the fine scale problem on a square domain β ε around x defined as
Perturbations in x on a scale much smaller than ε will result in small perturbations of the local fine scale domain configuration and hence the solution, that for the linear case means continuous permeability.
Further on in the paper we will need a slightly different definition of local fine scale domain. 5. An a priori error estimate. In this subsection we will estimate the H 1 norm of the difference in pressure between the HMM solution and the real solution. We start by explaining the error contributors and later prove the estimate for each of them separately.
By repeated application of the triangle inequality, the difference between the true averaged solution p and the fully discrete coarse solution obtained from HMM, p H,h MS , can be expressed as in [5] , on a grid with cell size H and using quadrature approximation for the flux term. Remark 5.1 (nonlinear modeling error Cη). In (5.4) the modeling error (5.1) is estimated to be proportional to η which is a measure of nonlinearity, that is a more general statement than is proven in this section. In this section the fine scale problem is assumed to be linear and hence η = 0. This is proven in Theorem 5.6.
For a weakly nonlinear flow, η describes the deviation of the flux from linear (6.1). More general estimates, for the case when η > 0, are discussed in section 6.1.
Remark 5.2 (different ways of treating the propagation of fine scale error). In most previous works, in which analysis of HMMs is carried out (e.g., [4, 5] ), the splitting into error terms was done differently. Namely, in the chain of triangle inequalities the fine scale discretization error was introduced after the coarse scale error. In the analysis phase this leads to analyzing p
in our case. While both approaches are valid the one used in this paper allows proofs to be carried out in a continuous setting that can be more convenient, for example, for nonlinearly driven problems. Equation (5.4) is the summary of the error terms following the estimates formulated in the rest of the section as theorems.
Modeling error.
In this subsection we prove that for linear problem on the fine scale, our HMM represents a method of numerical upscaling consistent with homogenization solutions. The proof is split into several lemmas and it is summarized in Theorem 5.6.
Equivalence on the fine scale.
We start by proving the equivalence of cell problem formulations in our multiscale method and in homogenization Lemma 5.3. The velocity solution u of the homogenization cell problem given by (2.7c) is equivalent to the solution of the fine scale problem in the HMM (3.4) with the following scaling 
where for the considered case the force f = e i . Index div0 means that it is a subspace of divergence free functions.
The formulation (5.6) gives the unique solution for velocity u i for (2.7c). The absence of pressure in (5.6) implies that the pressure is an auxiliary variable in the Stokes equations and does not influence u i .
If f = ∇ψ is a potential vector field then (5.6) can be further rewritten, using the properties of w,
that also implies that ψ can be replaced by any other function that has the same values on the boundary.
A potential corresponding to the force in our case is ψ = x i + c, where x i is the ith coordinate and c is an arbitrary constant. To achieve our goal we choose c such that ψ =p l /δp 1 on ∂β l implying the right boundary condition ψ =p l /δp 1 + 1 on ∂D l . The boundary conditions on the remaining sides of the domain can be set to ψ = x i + c or even simply forced to be periodic since it will not change the behavior of the right-hand side integral in (5.7).
After those modifications the differences between HMM fine scale problem and homogenization cell problem are the viscosity factor μ in front of v ε and the factor in the boundary conditions δp 1 . Due to linearity the two solutions are equivalent with the scaling given by (5.5).
Equivalence in data estimation.
Second, we should prove that for the linear case the data estimation operator F ( x, ∇p) is equivalent to the averaging done in homogenization to compute the flux density in (2.7a) and (2.7b). By the assumptions in section 4.1 the flow is driven only by a difference in the pressure and hence in (2.7a) f = 0.
We start by proving an auxiliary lemma interpreting equation (2.7b). Lemma 5.5. The integration in (2.7b) to compute K ii is equivalent to integration of the ith velocity component across the cell perpendicular to e i , 
Periodic boundary conditions provide mass conservation along e i meaning that the integral flux in the direction of e i over each perpendicular cross section is constant Downloaded 02/24/17 to 129.177.169.228. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php with respect to the normal spatial direction. Thus
that is by (5.9) the coefficient K ii , concluding the lemma. The equivalence in data estimation is summarized in the following theorem. Theorem 5.6. The homogenized solution is equivalent to the HMM problem when both the fine scale problem and the coarse scale problem are solved exactly and hence
Proof. To show the equivalence let us compare the data estimation expressions obtained by the HMM and homogenization.
The expression for the parallel component of the flux density v in the HMM as it is described in section 3.2.4 takes the form
To carry out the chain of inequalities to achieve (5.11) we have used (5.5) from Lemma 5.3, the definition from (3.4d), the assumption that permeability is aligned with the grid, and the homogenized equation (2.7a).
The equality in (5.11) implies that for the linear case the HMM solved exactly coincides with the homogenization solution, meaning that the solutions are also the same and hence proving (5.10).
Propagation of the fine scale error.
The fine scale error (5.2) in our approximation is the combination of two multiplicative parts:
• the actual error induced by the approximate solution of the fine scale equations by a numerical method; • the propagation of this error to the coarse solution. We will consider here these two building blocks. 
where v ε i0 is exact solution to the Stokes problem and v ε ih is a numerical solution with Taylor-Hood elements on a grid with size h/ε. We note that the size h/ε is relative to the coarse grid, in the actual simulation the cell problem is scaled to the unit square and, hence, the estimate is of order h instead.
In (5.12) α depends on the fine cell geometry, i.e., the largest internal angles 1 ≤ α ≤ 2, where α = 2 on convex domains and decreases with increase of internal angles over π [35] . For the cases of interest in this paper, where the grains are assumed to be polygons which are close to discs and hence have angles ϕ π, the parameter α is close to 2. Downloaded 02/24/17 to 129.177.169.228. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 5.2.2. Propagation of the fine scale error. The approximation of the fine scale velocity from (5.12) is integrated as it is described in section 5.1 to form the parameter field of the coarse scale problem. From (5.12) together with (5.9) and the Sobolev embedding theorem it follows that at each point in space
Taking the 2-norm of the matrix K we end up with (5.13) max
Prior to proving the theorem providing the estimate let us introduce an important lemma that shows how the perturbation in data influences the error in the solution to an elliptic PDE in the weak form. Up till now we have been using a formulation of the PDE in the integral conservation form (Problem 3.1). However, for simplicity of proofs, it is more convenient to use the weak formulation of our problem, since the two formulations are equivalent when f ∈ L 2 .
Lemma 5.7. Consider a PDE in the weak form
Given two continuous parameter sets for the problem κ = A and κ =Ã, such that both lead to an elliptic problem with the ellipticity constant γ,
If these parameter sets further satisfy
then the corresponding solutions p andp can be bounded in the sense
where C is independent of A andÃ. 
Proof. Since both p α gives the result of the theorem.
Coarse scale error from finite volume approximation.
In order to prove the estimate on the coarse scale we will follow the proof in [12] , and introduce the quadrature approximation whenever needed. For convenience of notation let us omit unused indexes
let us also introduce the notation for the equation coefficient to replace the fraction
Since the flow is assumed to be linear, the flux achieved from the fine scale computation will correspond to the Darcy relation (2.5) with an appropriate permeability field as is shown in section 5.1, and the solution approaches of the method on the two scales decouples. Moreover, this permeability and hence the parameter field A are essentially smooth.
The CVFEM is defined as follows [12] . Let us also define a linear operator B :
→ R n associated with the left-hand side of the equation above:
where γ ln is the boundary between control volumes around l and n (see Figure 2) , ω l is the set of vertices adjacent to l, and I is the index set for all vertices in the finite element space. We will also consider the continuous problem analogous to Problem 3.1, For the case of TPFA for which it is expressed in terms of the harmonic mean (3.6) the result is obtained by use of the triangle inequality once more. In the worst scenario
The latter result (5.34) gives the same asymptotic rate as (5.33), but has a worse constant. It should be noted that in applications, the assumption on continuity of the permeability is too strong; in practice material discontinuities that are approximately resolved by the coarse grid are as common. In such cases the TPFA quadrature produces more accurate results as illustrated by a numerical example in section 7.2.
With results for the quadrature approximation at hand we can proceed to estimating the norm of the coarse scale error. We construct finite elements for our CVFEM as triangles with degrees of freedom corresponding to potential lying on the mesh corners as was discussed in section 3.2.1. For the case when the control volumes are rectangles the triangles would be right angled and there will be no flow along the hypotenuse due to orthogonality (the length of the dual grid's side is equal to 0; see Figure 2 ).
We want to estimate the error in the discrete seminorm
where γ ln and Z ln are illustrated on Figure 2 . The goal is to achieve a bound for the error between the correct solution of the problem p 0 and the CVFE solution on the H-sized grid using quadrature integration p H . Using the triangle inequality a norm of the error can be split, 
Proof. In [12] it is proved that under our assumptions on the permeability tensor (orientation along the grid and continuity/smoothness) the operator B is uniformly elliptic on our finite element function space S 
Proof. The result follows directly from the theorem above and Theorem 1 from [12] .
To bring the results back to the norms we started out with, i.e., H 1 , we first use interpolation from finite element space of piecewise constants for fluxes. Applying our assumption that there is no flow in the direction tangent to control volume boundaries for piecewise linear pressures we get
the sizes |Z ln | and |γ ln | and points x l and x n are depicted on Figure 2 , x γ ln 1 and x γ ln 2 are the endpoints of γ ln , ω is the set of FE edges defining neighboring degrees of freedom. This expression is half of the square of our discrete norm introduced in (5.35).
Since the solution to the continuous problem has continuous flux the integration in the derivation above is not exact and by the mean value theorem gives a value in some point in-between x l and x n so finally we have 
Remarks on estimates for nonlinear flows.
Due to the overall ellipticity of the problem, the results obtained in section 5 can be extended to weakly nonlinear flow in the sense where nonlinear terms are sufficiently small compared to the linear terms. In this regime, the resulting analysis retains the same structure, but becomes more involved as the propagation of fine-scale nonlinearities to the coarse scale needs careful attention. Since no new mathematical ideas are required, we choose to not present the rigorous proof, but only comment on the main aspects in section 6.1.
For nonlinear Navier-Stokes flow on the fine scale it is possible to show consistency of our method with the rigorously derived Dupuit-Forchheimer-Ergun law (see, e.g., [26, section 3.2.2]) which we show in section 6.2. However the error analysis for the multiscale discretization in the case of fully nonlinear flow is out of the scope of this paper, as it requires analysis for nonlinear control volume methods on the coarse scale.
Remark on an estimate for weakly nonlinear flows. We refer to weakly nonlinear problems in the sense that
• the solution on the fine scale is bounded by 
The nonlinearity constant η will influence the constant C in (5.4) and make the modeling error term in it (5.1) nonzero.
Changes in the proofs from section 5.
Because of the ellipticity assumption (5.39) the structure used for estimates (5.2), (5.3) (Lemmas 5.13 and 5.7) will still be applicable. However, the proofs for several lemmas will be more technical, as linearizations must be introduced in several places.
As a representative example, in Lemma 5.13 in (5.40) before doing a linear splitting, the expression must be linearized to account for (6.1). This results in an additional factor of (1 + η) in the right-hand side of (5.46). However, as we assume η to be small, the factor can be treated as part of the constant C. Downloaded 02/24/17 to 129.177.169.228. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 6.1.2. The modeling error for the case of weak nonlinearity. The deviation η due to nonlinearity introduced in (6.1) results in the following nonzero estimate for the modeling error,
Here we summarize how it is derived. The changes in the modeling error are caused by replacing Lemma 5.3 by assumption (6.1). The consequence is that in Theorem 5.6 using the nonlinearity bound in (5.11) will result in
replacing (6.1). This implies that in the worst case, if we linearize the problem in the HMM, the difference in data will be of order η and hence by the lemma analogous to 5.7 from the appendix the estimate for the modeling error takes the form of (6.4). Remark 6.1. Even though for the nonlinear problem the estimate (6.4) becomes weaker than (5.1), it is important to remember that our benchmark solution obtained by homogenization is an approximation when ε → 0. For problems with finite , the nonlinear behavior may be better captured by the HMM approach than by the homogenized solution.
Consistency with Dupuit-Forchheimer-Ergun law of fully nonlinear flow.
In this section we highlight an additional result of our analysis with respect to fully nonlinear flow. In particular, the consistency of the method in terms of the homogenization result stated in Theorem 2.1 carries over to the homogenization result stated in Theorem 2.2. We directly infer that the method presented herein is consistent with the Dupuit-Forchheimer-Ergun law.
Here, refer back to the key components of the method and the homogenization result, recalling that the consistency of the method is preserved.
1. The only coarse scale equation in the system (2.8) (where fine scale is not present) is (2.8c). Coarse scale conservation for control volumes (3.1) is basically its conservative form with F = v. 2. As is shown in section 5.1.1 the pressure boundary conditions for our fine scale local problem are equivalent to imposing a pressure gradient as in (2.8a). 3. The fine scale part of DFE law ((2.8a) and (2.8b)) coincides with our fine scale cell problem (3.4). 4. Our data estimation operator F coincides with integration of flow over the fine scale domain given by (2.8f) as is shown in section 5.1.2. The verification steps provided above are not sufficient to prove convergence for fully nonlinear case. While the full analysis of convergence for the fully nonlinear case is out of scope of this paper, we provide a numerical verification of convergence in section 7.3.
Numerical examples.
In this section we present numerical examples that validate the properties of the CVHMMs discussed in this paper. In sections 7.1 and 7.2 we first emphasize the novelties presented in the paper, namely, the error estimate and different quadrature approximations. Thereafter we provide examples that illustrate capabilities of the method for cases where the theory was not fully developed. We extend theoretical results further in section 7.3 by an example illustrating convergence of the nonlinear solution to itself, supporting the consistency of the method Downloaded 02/24/17 to 129.177.169.228. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php for nonlinear flows as discussed in section 6.2. After that, in section 7.4 we present a typical configuration of a heterogeneous domain for which nonlinear flows arise in applications. In the final example given in section 7.5, we explore how the presented method could be applied to nonsymmetric porous structures that lead to an effective anisotropic permeability field with nonzero off-diagonal components. In this last example the consistency of the coarse discretization is broken.
Comparison of error contributions.
This numerical example verifies the rates of convergence proven in the error estimate (5.4). As this paper focuses mainly on the linear regime the results presented in this example only consider Stokes flow. For this case the theory in section 5 indicates the dependency of the error on the coarse and the fine scale grid resolutions (H and h) resulting from Theorems 5.15 and 5.9.
For our test we choose a simple problem on the unit square domain with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions and a forcing function with discontinuity, namely,
The pore structure is chosen to be homogeneous and isotropic; it is formed by circular grains with relative radius 0.4 forming a square arrangement. In the multiscale method the grains are approximated by polygons as on Figures 1(a)-(b) . We aim to compare our method to an analytical solution for the problem. As we are not aware of analytical solutions to the Stokes problem on this pore geometry, we use data estimation a ap = −F (1) produced by our method on a very fine grid as a reference. With this approximation the problem will have a semianalytical homogenization solution of the form
The discrete L 2 norms and H 1 seminorms of error between the solution provided by the method and semianalytical solution (7.2) are plotted on Figure 5 . The coarse unit square domain is initially a discretized regular grid with H = 0.25 and the fine scale cell problem has an unstructured triangulation as shown on Figure 1(b) ; h and H refinements are then performed uniformly on both scales. We first take a look at convergence rates. The rates of convergence proven in section 5 all concern the H 1 norm. Figure 5 (c) indicate that the numerical solution converges in the H 1 norm with rate H 2 . This rate is higher than the predicted linear convergence in the estimate (5.4). The observed convergence rate in L 2 is also H 2 with respect to the coarse scale refinement. The fact that the convergence rates in both H 1 and L 2 exceed the theoretical bound is typical for control volume methods on smooth problems (see, e.g., [23] ).
The error due to propagation of the fine scale error can be studied from The rate due to propagation of the fine scale error influences the errors in the H 1 and L 2 norms equivalently.
We conclude this example with emphasizing that no matter how fine either of the resolutions h or H is, the error may be governed by the other scale. The plateau on the upper plots on Figures 5 gives a good illustration. This fact is also important for single scale methods for which an effective parameter field is given: no matter how fine the resolution of the grid is, the real error may likely be dominated by the determination of the effective parameter.
Domain with a jump.
In this example we address the issue discussed at the end of Remark 5.12. The industry standard for reservoir simulation is finite volume methods and the data that are provided by geologists contain grids for which the material discontinuities are resolved as closely as possible by the finite volume grid.
In this example we want to compare the two quadrature approximations introduced in section 3.3. As was mentioned in Remark 5.12, although TPFA style quadrature has a worse constant in the proof, it provides qualitative advantages when the discontinuity is resolved by the grid. To compare the two approaches we introduce an illustrative example that implements the situation depicted on Figure 4 . As it is shown on Figure 6 , the domain is chosen to be a stripe 1 × 2ε with Dirichlet boundary conditions on left-right and periodic on top-bottom. Exactly in the middle of the domain a zigzag-shaped discontinuity is located; see Figure 6 . The structure to the left of the discontinuity has a sparser pattern of the grains and hence higher permeability (around a factor of 20 contrast). Although our example is artificial, porous media with a contact zone between high-and low-permeable regions are common both in geological settings and in artificial porous media such as fuel cells and sanitation tissues. Figure 7 presents the comparison of relative error in flux between the two strategies to choose quadrature on a relatively sparse grid compared to a solution that resolves the configuration of the quadrature. The domain initially has four degrees of freedom distributed evenly along the 1 × 2ε strip that is doubled with each refinement. The figure illustrates that although CVFEM-style approximation converges to the solution with the expected rate before having stagnation near the asymptote, TPFA-type quadrature achieves that asymptotic accuracy already for the coarsest grid and maintains it. The errors for both methods will fall below the asymptotic accuracy when the structure of the discontinuity is resolved.
The reason for the poor approximation properties of CVFEM for coarse grids is that it uses a flux approximation that is close to an arithmetic mean around the discontinuity for the given setup and is not stable with respect to perturbations in general (see Figure 4(a) ). This leads to overestimation of the flux for low grid resolutions, as opposed to TPFA that provides a harmonic mean, hence underestimating slightly the true behavior. The kink towards zero in the error for CVFEM-type method is due to change of sign in the approximation. Overestimation for the arithmetic means changes to underestimation because the cell problem located in the discontinuity region returns an underestimated value of permeability of about 21% emphasizing again the sensitivity to the small perturbation of the quadrature point location even for idealized cases as on Figure 6 . For flows across discontinuities, the correct effective property in the limit is the harmonic mean (see, e.g., [2] ) that is one of the reasons for TPFA-type methods becoming standard in reservoir simulation.
This example emphasizes that while the error of CVFEM-style method for a grid with a resolved discontinuity converges with a theoretically expected rate of H, the TPFA-style quadrature resolves the macroscopic discontinuity, and its error is proportional to "thickness" of discontinuity 2ε.
7.3.
Convergence of nonlinear flow to itself. In section 6.2 the consistency between the proposed CVHMM and nonlinear homogenization was shown. In this example we provide numerical indication that verifies convergence of the method for the nonlinear case.
In on both scales. The problem setup is analogous to section 7.1. The difference is that on the fine scale a fully nonlinear cell problem is used with μ = 0.004 (Problem 3.2) and the starting grid is one level coarser than the grid used for the linear case (see Figure 1(b) ). With these parameters the discrepancy between the solution to the full nonlinearity coarse scale flux as compared to the linearized flow is up to 20%.
The discrete error norms of solutions to the nonlinear problem compared to a reference solution on detailed coarse and fine grids is presented on Figure 8 . Comparing convergence plots the for nonlinear problem (Figure 8 ) to those verifying linear convergence ( Figure 5 ) illustrates that the nonlinear problem converges with the same rates with respect to both fine and coarse scale refinements. As it was observed in section 7.1 for the linear case, the errors are of order ( h ε ) 2 and H 2 , respectively, for both norms. This gives a good indication of the robustness of the method in the nonlinear regime for which analytical results are not obtained.
Features of nonlinear flow in heterogeneous medium.
One of the strong points of our method remains its flexibility with respect to the choice of the fine scale problem. While the focus of this paper is analysis of convergence of the CVHMM for the linear case, it is important to point out its applicability outside convergence theory.
This numerical example shows all the potential of our method and indicates problems for which nonlinearities play a crucial role. We consider a nonlinear flow problem (induced by full Problem 3.2 with μ = 0.04) on a heterogeneous domain composed of regions made out of cells illustrated on Figures 1(b) and 1(c) combined in an altering frame manner as shown on the bottom of Figure 9 high-permeable region, simulating a source well. To handle discontinuities correctly TPFA-type quadrature is used for sampling.
The pressure and the flow solutions to the described nonlinear problem are depicted on Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. As expected most of the flow is driven along the high-permeable frame part and there are pressure buildups near the source and the sink. The latter one is larger due to lower permeability.
Another purpose of this example is to identify regions where nonlinearity is most crucial for a heterogeneous domain. Figure 9 shows the the modulus of difference between linear and nonlinear solutions in different parts of the domain. It is no surprise that the nonlinearity is biggest for parts with highest flow velocity; that is, first of all, point sources and sinks. In the rest of the domain nonlinear effects are generally larger in high-permeable areas. Moreover there is noticeable focusing effects on the outer corners of the low-permeable region in the center.
Application to nonsymmetric porous structures.
It is well known that for general porous structures and, as a result, for general permeability fields two point methods including the methodology described in the current paper, are not consistent and therefore converge to the wrong solution (see, e.g., [3] ). However, for the majority of geological applications the anisotropy is aligned with the grid to the extent that the consistency error is acceptable. Therefore TPFA remains standard in industrial reservoir simulation (such as the Eclipse software by Schlumberger). TPFA leads to linear systems that are M-matrices, which in turn guarantees monotonicity of the fluid potential and a physically reasonable solution. For the cases when the structure is not aligned with the grid there exist several methods to overcome those constraints including perturbing the grid so it is K-orthogonal and a TPVA is valid (see, e.g., [1] ), modifying positions of collocation points in two-point flux scheme forming a nonlinear problem (see, e.g., [30] ) or using a multipoint flux approximation (see, e.g., [2] ). While the methods described above are out of the scope of this paper, here we present an example indicating that for randomly generated grain structure (as on Figure 10(a) ) the errors decrease to a certain point before being limited by the consistency error of the coarse grid.
For this example we consider a coarse linear problem of the type The comparison of the numerical results for different grid resolutions to the solution (7.4) in discrete norms is presented on Figure 10 . Here, as earlier, we start out with H = 0.25 on the coarse scale and grid depicted on Figure 10 (a) and then perform uniform refinements. Figure 10 (b) shows expected rate of convergence for the first refinements of the coarse grid, after which the error due to lack of consistency dominates. In this example fine scale grid refinement does not provide any improvement as the error due to offdiagonal components, that is not accounted for, dominates over the propagation of fine scale error (see Figure 10(c) ).
This last example provides an alternative view of our method. The TPFA discretization chosen for the coarse grid is considered sufficiently accurate for a broad range of industrial applications. We may thus choose to consider the consistency error as a sufficient tolerance for the multiscale algorithm from a practical viewpoint. This view allows us to interpret that for the current example, even the coarsest fine scale solver is sufficient to obtain the accuracy needed in practical applications.
Conclusions.
In this paper we have presented a heterogeneous multiscale method for modeling flow in porous media taking explicitly into account pore scale equations. The method presumes only the continuity equation on the coarse scale and the pressure-flow relationship is numerically derived by solving problems on fine scale geometry locally. The presented implementation of the method permits both Stokes and steady state Navier-Stokes equations on the fine scale. Thus both linear and non-linear coarse scale pressure-flow relations can be modeled by this approach. Two possible choices of quadrature points for the reconstruction of the coarse scale flux were presented. Those choices result in HMMs that generalize the CVFEM and finite difference method with TPVA. HMMs with the latter choice of quadrature had not been analyzed in previous works.
The particular focus of this paper has been the convergence analysis of the presented HMM. For methods in which scales differ significantly, a reconstruction of the full fine scale solution is not important. By a comparison with the homogenization solution of the Stokes problem, we proved an a priori error estimate for the coarse scale pressure in the case of linear flow. The estimate is done in the H 1 norm that also implies the estimate on the coarse flux. It is shown that the error can be split into three parts: a modeling error which is zero when the flow is linear, a term proportional to the size of the coarse grid, and a term that is dependent on the fine scale geometry, grid size, and the size of the fine scale problems. We also discussed the extension of Downloaded 02/24/17 to 129.177.169.228. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php the proof to the weakly nonlinear case, for which the modeling error is no longer zero as well as consistent with a more complicated Dupuit-Forchheimer-Ergun law for the fully nonlinear case.
Numerical results provided in the paper verify the estimate and emphasize the importance of appropriate accuracy on both the coarse and fine scales. They also indicate similar convergence behavior for nonlinear problem. We also provide an example comparing different choices of quadrature on domains with coarse discontinuity. Moreover for heterogeneous domain with discontinuity we identify some typical regions for which nonlinearities have marked influence.
